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Researches in the field of fisheries on the Chesapeake Bay have been 
very limited since the pioneering days of Dr. W. K. Brooks, nearly one- 
half a century ago. His most productive work on the biology and em- 
mics of the oyster pointed out the threatening decline in the oyster indus- 
try, and predicted ruinous results unless the ways of watermen and their 
leaders were altered to bring about a more logical and productive program of 
management. During the interim between Dr. Brooks and the work reported 
here not only has there been witnessed the continued dedine predicted, but 
those directly affected have reacted away from investigation of the fac- 
brs  that govern oyster abundance; spat fall, mortality, growth, fatten- 
ing and the problems of controlled production through selection of best 
suited seed areas, planting grounds and like factors. In shmt, the water- 
men have put their entire hope in natural restoration with, i t  seems. 
every faith in 'the very methods, those of the past, that  have brought the 
industry to the brink of ruin. Apparently the educational and political 
leadership of Tidewater Maryland has not contributed greatly to a change 
in the mores in qumtion. 
That the Chesapeake Bay is extremely rich and vastly productive, ac- 
tually and potentially, is  generally recognized. In  comparing its fertility 
to that of th6 Nile Valley, mce known as  the "Granary of the World", 
the picture of its richness is not only not over drawn but, there is rea- 
son to believe, the comparison essentially is an under-statement of facts. 
Because of inundation, the flood plain of the Nile is enriched annually by 
sedimentation, whereas the waters of the Chesapeake system a re  held 
within their banks and the extreme quantities of detritus borne from the 
thousands of square miles in its drainage are d~opped to the bottom. Such 
mzterial is no less available to grow vegetation because i t  is under water 
rather than on land. To the contrary, i t  is  even more available by virtue 
of the aqueous environment and the operating forces of transparancy, dis- 
aolutian, bacterial activity, diffusion and tidal distribution. Moreover, 
the extremely valuable solvent materials carried to the Bay in the run-off 
concentrate thzre to provide, as shown by preliminary chemical analysis, 
free nutrients in the water, qspecidly phosphates and ,nitrates, the 
d t u r a l  medium so valuable in setting up biological chains, that  is, dia- 
toms, flagellates, entomostraca and many others, that  end in commercial 
fonns such as the crab, the shad, the diamondback terrapin and the oyster. 
There are bodies of water elsewhere that  compare favorably in nutrients 
and in general aspects to the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland. However, 
there seems to be none world-wide that  oEer such factors over as broad 1 
an area, some 265,000 acres, of natural oyster producing grounds in which 
rthe physical aspects cumbine with those of a chemical and biological na- 
ture h produce an cenviuonment so favorablce to oyster production. Th'at 
this is  unquestionably true is  seen in the fact  tha t  for years Maryland I 
produced more oysters annually than the rest of the world combined, in- 
cluding )all ,species used for food, whether produced naturally or by cul- 
ture methods. In  this connection, too much emphasis cannot be placed 
on the fact [that in the Bay the salinity rang- are such as t o  promote oys- 
ter survival and growth while'they, a t  the same time, limit the major t enemies, especially the devastating s t a r  fishes and snails or "borers". This , 
f,act probably constitutes the greatest s ingb favorable factor contributing 
to Maryland's high production. I 
The loss of more than five-sixths of the one-time oyster yield, that  is a 
drop in annual production from 15,000,000 (1884-1885) t o  1,887,421 (1929- 
1930) bushels of oysters is a matter that  should give the peopIe of the 
State much concern for obvious socict-economic ?easons (Figure I). 
The decay and disintegration of certain fishing centers and the great 
loss in wholesome employment are manifestations of the problem, that of 
restoration of production on many major oyster beds. In  this connection, 
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i t '  should be pointed out that  the grounds fished by the powered dredge, I 
as over and against hand tonging, have, by virtue of the very efficiency 
of the implement, suffered greatest depletion, and in approximately 35% 
of the total area such beds have entirely ceased to yield. These dredging 
areas formerly were more productive in quantity and quality than were 
the tonging ground, a situation that  has been reversed during the past 
four decades. This does not mean, necessarity, tha t  efficiency of opera- 
tion should be penalized by prohibitive legislation. It does point, how- 
ever, to the need of a sounder policy of management for this resource; 
one formulated upon basic information following a thorough inventory of 
the p r e ~ e n t  situation on botb public and private beds, an appraisal of past 
procedures in light of comparative failure, and the initination of a con- 
tinuing research progmm to gather factual information upon which to 
base policies. It might well be emphasized again that  Maryland oyster 
grounds, acre for acre, once were more highly productive than the con- 
tiguous farm lands or for t ha t  matter, those of the fertile valleys )in Wes- 
tern Maryland, while their operations are carried on at  a f a r  lower cost, 
thus a t  relatively greater profit to the waterman. Reaping here takes 
plaoe without sowing. 
Observations made in $he course of this work over the past decade have 
indicated two major factors ~ s p o n s i b l e  for the decline in oyster produc- 
tion. Reduction of brood stock stands first in this connection, while fail- 
ure to provide cultch (shells) for setting purposes has been a close sec- 
ond. Not too many oystelw have been taken from the Bay but they have 
been tak'en too fast, that  is a t  small sizes and without consideration of 
reprodutive requirements. Based upon the results of studies of this prob- 
lem, recently an  increase in the size capturable was made from two-and- 
a-half t o  three inch= in length. This is  ground gained. A t  the same 
time, legislation has made available for restoration purposes 10% of the 
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Figure I. TRENDS I N  MARYLAND'S 
PEAK PRODUCT 
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shells derived f r o m  the industry. This, too, is ground gained especially 
since funds have b ~ e n  appropriated to the Conservation Department with 
which not only to plant  he shells, but to purchase and plant additional 
quantitiw of them and to transplant seed oysters a s  they become available. 
These forward looking measures, however, do not appear to be the final 
answer t o  the problem for the quantity of shells to be #available hence- 
forth is realhively small for the job ko be done. 
1904-05 5,200,000 Bushels 
1924-25 2,453,904 Bushels 
m 
Figuae I. TRENDS IN  MARYLAND'S OYSTER YIELDS SINCE 
PEAK PRODUCTION. 
This chart w a s  first w e d  in "Maryland's W a t e r  Resources," bg R. V; 
Truitt, S ta te  Press, November, 1919, to show the downward trend in pro- 
duction and to  forecast further depletion under  the  sys tem of manage- 
ment then employed. Since it represents every t en th  year starting w i t h  
the period of peak production, the  1925 record seems to  have been aecu- 
rately forecasted. T h e  1930 representation i s  not necessarily a c a r a t e  in 
that it i s  a t  the  end of a five year period rather  t h a n  a decade. I t  does 
show trends, however. I t  i s  eopected t h a t  th is  (1930) period will be 
about the all t ime low yield for, w i t h  the  now increased size of oysters 
for legal capture, tha t  is a n  increase in brood stock, and w i t h  shells a v d l -  
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A wmpreh#ensive long range management plan is es~ential  to effect a 
wiser use of shells thereby to #assure more frequent catches. and to use 
more effectively the seed oysters produced. The fadors  that  have deter- 
I 
I 
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mined the choice of areas for shell planting up t o  this time usually have 
been concerned with former productivity, local sentiment, especially the 
opinion of &he dredgers, and poslsible police protection. Up to 1927 "prac- 
able fo r  planting, relief to the extent of  checking fur ther  depletion and I Preliminary S1 
' some little .restoration is erpected by  1933 or  1934. A s  pointed out laMr, 
there should be introduced new methods of management if the fuller g-oal 1 taken during the summer season f ~ o m  all 1 Beginning in 1918-1919 and continued t of  9-estoration i s  to be achieved. Pilardand, bgether with records of temper 
ticaI experiments" were carried on by the Consenration Gommission in 
which big'quantities of shells were planted. These operations alnlost en- 
tirely were confined to the Bay bottoms, that is dredging grounds. Largely 
they were localived as ak Parker Moore and in Cedar P d n t  Hollow. 
Thse official policy for shell planting since 1927 has embraced tributary 
waters where, largely, the shells a r e  pro-rated according to the importance 
of the fishery in the different counties. In selecting planting sites up to 
this time, little or  no regard has been .given, either in the Bay or its tribu- 
taries t o :  (1 )  whether 'or not, there is brood stock present to assure re- 
production, (2) whether, once set, the young survive, (3) whether the 
areas selected are, essentially, breeding (setting) grounds or growing and 
fattening grounds, (4) whether or not shells are the best cultch material 
and should be broadcastad or planted in piles, (5) whether plantings 
should be made on the basis of expediency as to seas'on or a t  the time young 
(larvae) oysters a re  in the water, and a t  what concentrations, and ( 7 )  
whether salinity diffwrences in the several regions affect growth and sur- 
vival. To the contrary, many of those who recommend areas for shell 
planting suggest barren bars (without brood reserve) where they or their 
fathers onoe took quality oysters and sincerely feel that  this operation 
alone will be productive of such oysters. Typically, they do nlot want 
shells put on moderately producing beds ,even to "liven them up". Follow- 
ing this policy has led to a situation in which i t  is difficult for the au- 
thorities to plant shells on bottoms where catchmes are assured. 
I t  has become obvious after some years of shell planting, ,and especially 
since 1927 when provision was made for big scale operation, th.at the suc- 
cms achimeved from the present policy has not been overly indicative, if in- 
dicative a t  d l ,  that this costly procedure is to solve the oyster situation 
in Maryland. An analysis of the catches, that is, set, and the returns on 
same from the bushel tax do not argue well fbor the existing system of 
management, though time and experience may alter this picture some- 
what. Actually, little hope can be held for the recovery, under present 
proczdures, of the dredging grounds, either as to magnitude or permanen- 
cy )of improvement in  production. The current system does hold some 
promise for Improvement of the tonging grounds. The immediate need is 
not more shells for the job a t  hand, but wisest possible use of shells to 
establish criteria for more effective use of them and such additional cultch 
zs may then be made available. I t  was for this purpose that a more in- ' 
tensive survey of the oyster prablem was initiated in 1927. 
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Beginning in 1918-1919 and continued to  1927, samples of water were 
taken during the summer season fmm all major oyster producing areas in 
Maryland, together wibh records of temperature, specific gravity, and pH. 
More extensive samplings were made in late June and early July when i t  
was found tha t  this period represented the peak of o y ~ t e r  larva abun- 
dance in the region. The purpose here was to establish whether or not 
all of the better beds of past  years could be used alike for shell planting 
purposes to secure a set. Because of the immensity of &he territory to be 
cavered by one or two workers, upward of 265,000 acres #and a travel d i ~ -  
tan= of nearly 300 miles, i t  was not possible a t  first to  intensify the work 
in any locality. 
It had become apparent by 1927 that  the three major physical factors 
were satisfeotory on about all beds of the Sta%e for oyster setting and 
culture. h m  summer sampling, a sakisfactery pfH was found to vary 
little f ~ o m  place rto place o r  from year to year over ayster rocks. Salinity, 
highly variable according to run-off, tide and wind dirmtion, ranges from 
14-19 on Great Rock, lower Tangier Sound, to 2-9 on Tolchester Bar, 
above Rock Hall in the upRer Bay, were characteristic of surface waters, 
with still higher salt contents a t  the bottom levels of deeper waters dur- 
ing the summer period. The summer temperatures over the same extreme 
Bay beds, likewise, were found to be favorable to oyster setting and cul- 
ture, ranging up to  80.1°F. a t  top and 79.5-F. a t  bottom (35') on Great 
Rock and to 79.4"F. a t  top and 78.6" a t  bobtom on Hodge's Bar. The high- 
est kmperatures were reached, typically, in mid-Augusk Still higher 
temperatures were recorded in certain tributary waters such as 87°F. at 
Crab Alley, in Eastern Bay, and 86.5"F. on Seminary Bar, in the St. 
Mary's river, and 86°F. in Tar  Bay and Honga river. These temperatures 
are n&, of course, best suited Q oyster setting, but optimum spawning 
temperatures, about 76"F., occur both before, during June, and after, dur- 
ing September, such high points, thus affording two peaks of sebting in- 
stead of one a s  is the case in more northern waters. 
While the major physical and chemical factors of Chesapeake waters 
appeared from these observations to be conducive Q oyster spawning and . 
to setking, the samples taken disdosed an entirely different picture from 
the viewpoint d free swimming oy~ te r s  in the water, the larvae hhat must 
set to produce seed. On only a few areas over the entire oyster pr0du.c- 
ing territory were enough of these organisms found ko justify the expecta- 
tion or prediution that  an annual set muld be expedted commensurate with 
the effort and oost of commlercial shell planting. 
re some- 8 SampIes from Great Rock, Corn Field Harbor, Hall's Bar, Southwest 
Middleground, Flag Pond, Governor's Run, and Daddy Dares, all formerly 
highly productive of the very best quality oysters, disclosed a t  no time 
more than nine larvae developed beyond the straight hinge stage in a fifty 
gallon sample of water. A more typical number of larvae in top samples 
was 1-3 a t  the peak of the season. In  contrast to  this low number of lar- 
vae present in 50 gallon samples, on Seminary Bar, Dry Rock (Tar Bay), 
Tubman's Drain (Honga), Crab Alley and Mill Hill (Eastern Bay), many 
I 
hundred larvae were .taken in a single sample a t  the peak period; an ex- 
treme instance being 11,400 on Dry Rock, July 1, 1924. Intermediate be- 
tween the exkremes of larva abundance cited were such areas as the lower 
Honga River, Fishing Bay, Holland Straits and Holland's Pot, Poplar 
Island Narrows, Chester River (Buoy Rock) ,and the  several beds a t  the 
head of the Bay. Such information as this is indicakive of the causes of 
failure in cerbain, if not all of ,hhe big shell planting operations to date, 
although .the problem is  not ,as simple as would be implied since i t  was 
found that  marked variatiom in intensity of setting wcur on a bed from 
year to year and frdm ane section of the Bay to anobher in la given year. 
Under these limitations, i t  becomes essential that shells be used only on those 
beds known to have brood stock and, consequently, larvae in the water. More 
than this, actual tests of shell planting and catches should demonstrate the 
fitness of a bottom before it is selected for development in a big way. . 
Two areas in the State have generally been known as seed areas: (1) Up- 
Bay Seed Area and (2) th,e Potomac Seed Area. However, in addition to  
bhese beds seed oysters, a loose term usually applied to  oysters up to three 
inches in size taken up and transplancted to other beds, usually private 
ones, have been harvested from many other areas. In  fact, i t  developed 
thrat mast of the areas chosen for this autdy had alternated between "seed" 
and "commercial" oyster production. 
Only rarely in years, apparently, have enviranmental conditions afford- 
ed growth to larger o r  legal size of the oysbers on the two s ~ e d  areas 
named. At the ;time this work started, 1918-1919, the level of oyster 
abundance on the two beds was a t  the l o w ~ a t  in the recol l~t ion of the 
old)er dredgers. No living oysters were found in the Potomoc Seed Area 
whatsoever although the bottom was of a good stiff to hard bexture and 
shells, old ones, were present up to an estimated 500-4000 bushels per 
acre. Same silting had taksen p1,ace on the north and western edges of 
the bed. 
The Potomac ,Seed Area was last worked, apparently, in 1916 when, it 
was learned from local sources, a small harvest was realized. No pro- 
duction ~ecords for the area were available. Examination of the cultch 
indicated that  the oysters here had died a t  least .two or  three years previ- 
ous to 1919. The sugge~skd cause was freshets since, aocording to U.S. 
Weather Bureau records, 1916 was a year of abnormally heavy rains and 
run-offs. Observations made in 1923, 1926 and 1929 disclosed that naturaI 
reseeding had not taken place. Since there were no brood oysters present and 
the nealiest produative beds are located f a r  down-stream, and since this 
section is characterized by freshets and by heavy silting, the outlook for 
rehabilitation of the area is not good. To do so undoubtedly wmld require 
vast quantiities of shells and big concentrations of brood stock, precerably 
fmm the Up-Bay ,beds. However, much further study of this situation 
shotuld bc carried on hefore repletion is &tempted. 
Upon examination of the Up-Bay &eed Area in 1918-1919, i t  was found 
that  oysters on these beds also had suffered a heavy mortality and a* many 
points entire destruction. Out of tweny samples, one bushel each, on Tea 
Table th$ere appeared to have been a survival of slightly less than 9-70, 
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tk period; an ex- while on Hodges, located easterly from the former, and in deeper water, 
Intermediate be- the survival was approximately 37%. On the west side of ,the Upper Bay, 
Ras as the lower a high death rate was observed down to Snake Rip, off Gibson Island, 
hd's Pot, Poplar where the survival was estimated to be 68%. (Definite determinations 
sera1 bedm act the  could noit be made because of the period  since death and consequent wea- 
of the causes of thering of shells). Oysters on the extensive private beds of Mr. Mayo 
lerations to date, Tham, between Bodkin Point and Snake Rip, were almost totally destroyed. 
lied since i t  was On the east side of trhe Bay in this region nwticable mortality occurred 
r on a bed from only as f a r  down as the lower part of Swann Point Bar, where the sur- 
in a, given year. vival of naturd  oystem was 74%. In all of these cases the destruction 
sed only on lthose had haken place a t  least two years previously since the shells were old and 
bhe water. Mare the "boxes" had oollapsed. Some conservationists held a t  %he time that 
demonstrate the the widespread heavy mortality was caused by a "blight" (1918 Annual 
1 a big way. Report, Maryland Conservation Commission), while local watermen ex- 
1 areas: (1) Up- pressed a oommon opinion that the trouble was caused by flood wa2lers. 
r, in addition to Under the 1,imi.tations of these observations, the blight aspect a u l d  not 
:Brs up to .three be determined. However, Weather Bureau records, as p~eviously indi- 
usually private caked, show that  there was an  earlier excessive run-off. The judgment of 
let, it developed the watermen seemed confirmed. 
! between "seed" 
Areas Selected and Procedures 
wditions afford- 
svo seed areas 
eve1 of oyster The work initiated in 1927 was conoemed primarily with those areas 
allecbion of the that gave promise of dependability in securing a catch on pIanted shells; 
that is, only those beds upon which high larva counts were found in years moc Seed Area 
ird texture and of preliminary study were selected for intensive observations. They were 
Hollands Straits, Tubman's Drain, Tar  Bay, Seminary Bar, Spencer's 100 bushels per 
!stern edges of ' Wharf, Crab Alley, Mill Hill, Buoy Rock, Hodges and Tea Table. It de- 
veloped that even with these limited areas the program was overly am- 
bitious for the workers available. Meteorological and travel oonditiom 
1916 when, i t  over this 120 miles of water and circuitous land routaes were difficult to lized. No pro- 
meet and schedules inevitably became irregular. Not more fnequent than 
1 of the cultch weekly samples muld be taken under the best of condiltions except for 
ee years previ- two aneas, T m  Bay and Spencer's Wharf, located near the laboratory a t  
ording to U.S. Solomons Island. 
aavy rains and 
P l a n h n  nets of No. 20 silk bolting cloth wene used to collect l a r v a .  d that natural Water was metered khrough a free-flow rotary pump with $a weighted two- ?rs present and 
and since this inch rubber hose aattxhment. Standardized thermometers were used with 
he outlook for  Fahrenheit reading for lthe su r f see  while kmperatures a t  the deeper 
would require levels were taken, less regularly, by a reversing Centigrade t h e m m e t e r  
~ck, prefferably and converted. The first named scale was used in order to take advantage 
this situation of available help in surface sample work from oyster inspectors and cap- 
tains. No. 2 U. S. Bureau of Fisheries sample #bottles were used. Sam- 
ples were identified in the field as to locality, specific gravity, weather and 
it was found tide, and preserved with formalin. Analyses were made in the laboratory. 
r and at many Salinities were recorded from mnversions after corrections based upon 
each, on Tea titrations made by the Chemistry Department of the University of Mary- 
ess than 9%, 
A special, heavy, bottom sampler, "jaw-grab" type, was oonstructed 
with demounhable lead bar weights to meet the needs for varying typzs 
of bottom. The use of this equipment beyond a preliminary survey was 
not continued, however, since all of the bottoms under consideration were 
hard, shell covered and entirely satisfactory natural beds except for Tub- 
man's Drain described later in this report. Employees and bmts of the 
Department were used in the several sections of the State, although ams f a r  
as  possible a fortnightly tr ip around the Bay was made in the better 
eqwipped boat assigned to the Laboratory. 
The problems ,intensively studied during the 1927-1929 period, as aIready 
indicated, were: 1. Brood reserve. 2. Setting and spat survival. 3. Cnltch 
comparisons. 4. Time of shell planting. 5. Nature of bottoms. 
1 I Brood Reserve 
To dztermine the extent of the brood reserve on the sevenal areas se- 
lected for specibal study-Great Rock, Little Cove Point and Governor's 
Run, all of which bottoms are about barren, and Holland's Straits, Tub- 
man's, Dry Rock, Seminary Bar, Spencer's Wharf, Crab Alley, Mdll Hill, 
Buoy, Swann Point, Hodges and Tea Tagble-tongs and dredges were op- 
erated acoording to water depths. The bottom aneas overed by the de- 
vices were estimated with the greatest accuracy possible under the condi- 
tions of the several variables that obtained, such as tide, rate of movement 
of dredge boat, efficiency of the gears and the operators. Checks on the 
results were posaible from direct observations in shallow .water. From 
these checks there were indications on the ground covered of as much as  
a 34% error i s  dredging and 21% in tonging, dthough the oyster escape- 
ment was oonsidered $0 be a t  a lower rate in these operations. 
The abundance of oysters of all s i za  and ages, exclusive of set, observed 
a t  the several stations is indicated, with corrections, in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 
The points selected an the different beds for observations reported in 
Area 
Great Rock 
Little Cove Point 
Governor's Run 
Holland's Straits 
Tubman's Drain 
Dry Dock 
Seminary Bar 
Spencer's Wharf 
Crab Alley 
Mill Elill 
Buoy Rack 
Swann Point 
Hodges 
Tea Table 
Date 
6-4-27 
6-7-27 
6-7-27 
6-4-27 
6-10-27 
6-10-27 
6-8-27 
6-6-27 
6-14-27 
6-14-27 
6-16-27 
6-16-27 
6-16-27 
6-17-27 
Quantity per acre 
11 bu. 
7 bu. 
6 bu. 
79 bu. 
130 bu. 
254 bu. 
210 bu. 
64 bu. 
90 bu. 
172 bu. 
280 bu. 
220 bu. 
298 bu. 
312 bu. 
Tables 1, 2 and 3 were chosen in part o 
efficiency of operation, but only after Sam 
were either t y p i d  or better than the av 
The data cannot be interpreted too strict11 
possible error of 34%, variables that requ 
mates for Dry Rock and Tubman's were ez 
centrations in " lumps " that  interspersed 
instances were only m e w h a k  better than a 
B,ar the bed is narrow, characteristic of t k  
in contrast to those of Holland's Straits a 
beds which are broad in expanse with oyster 
TABLE 2
OYSTER BROOD RESEI 
Area Date 
Great Rock 5-21-2 
Li6tle Cove Point 5-14-2 
Governor's Run 5-14-2 
HolIand's Straits 5-22-2 
Tubman's Drain 6-15-2 
Dry Dock 5-15-2 
Seminary Bar  4-21-2 
Spencer's Wharf 4-22-2 
, Crab Alley 4-14-2 
Mill Hill 4-14-2 
Buoy Rock 4-16-2 
Swann Point 4-16-2 
Hedges 4-16-2 
Tea Table 4-16-2 
TABLE 3 
OYSTER BROOD RESER 
Area Date 
Great Rock 7-7-29 
Libtle Cove Point 7-9-29 
Governor's Run 7-9-29 
Holland's Straits 7-7-29 
Tushan's  Drain 7-17-2' 
Dry Dock 7-17-2! 
I Seminary Bar  7-21-21 
Spencer's Wharf 6-16-2! 
Crab Alley 8-12-2! 
I Mill Hill 8-12-2! 
Buoy Rock 8-17-2; 
Swann Point 8.17-2; 
Hedges 8-18-2: 
1 Tea Table 8-18-2: 
I "The mark decline in reserve stock at this point 
rainfall of the two previous years. erpecially 1928. 1 , seed area bottoms, in their entirety, died during the 1 
9 
Tables 1, 2 and 3 were chosen in part on the basls of convenience and 
efficiency of operation, but only after sampling had established that  they 
were either typioaI o r  better than the average for the beds as .a whole. 
The data cannot be interpreted too strictly for thew are, in addition h a 
possible error of 34%' variables that  require special consideration. Esti- 
mates for Dry Rock and Tubman's were especially difficult because of con- 
centrations in "lumps" that  interspersed barren sections, and in these 
in the better instances were only somewhat better than an educated guess. On Seminary 
Bar the bed is narrow, characteristic of that. region up to Lynch's Island, 
in contra.st to those of Holland's Straits and Buoy Rock, and the Up-Bay 
ival. 3. Gultch beds which are broad in expanse with oysters uniformly dispersed over them. 
TABLE 2 
OYSTER BROOD RESERVE, 1928 
Date Quantity per acre era1 areas se- Great Rock 
Little Cove Point 
Governor's Run 
Holland's Straits es were op- Tubman's Drain 
Swann Point 
TABLE 3 
OYSTER BROOD RESERVE, 1929 
Quantitgperacre ' 
LiWe Cove Point 
Governor's Run 
Holland's Straits 
Tubman's Drain 7-17-29 not recorded 
8-18-29 102 bu.* 
*The mark decline in renerve stock at this point was due, ap~arently, to the excessive 
miniall of the two previou~ years, especially 1928. Fully 80% of the oysters on Ug-Bay 
seed area bottoms, in their entirety, died during the 1927-1928 period. 
within themselves if they are to be managed for seed p rduc t im purposes. 
They offer little ,as commercial beds in  that only rmely do the oysters grow 
I ! 1 rto larger sizes on them, presumably in cycles of low precipitation. 
It has not been determined just what concentrations of #adult oysters are 
Setting and Survival 
I 
1 
I 
i F 
i 
Setting of oysters and the survival of them varies extremely on different 
beds during a given year, and 'even more greptly from year to year. During 
an occasional year, spat set is found on most dl beds where tihere are brood 
oysters and clutch materials. During other years there is v i M l y  no 
spat-fall anywhere. A t  varying intervels, spring freshets so injure brood 
stock in the upper reaches of oystering areas that  those surviving heavy 
mortality do not breed sufficiently forthwith to reestabl~ish their beds. 
Occasiontally oyster mortality in one section, as at Man-0-War in 1928, 
is off set in part by fine catches a t  okher points, such as was the case that 
year on shall plantings a6 Brick House. On the former, nearly all oysters 
died, ?and there was no oatoh, while off Kent Shore, i. e. Brick House, the 
catch was one pe r  shell or 350-600 per bushel. On Dry Rock, 1929, the 
spat-f.all reached as high as 3100 per bushel on shells enclosed ia chicken 
needed to meet the brood demand and to assure satisfactory catches, that  is 
the vbi t rary  number, 400 or more spat per bushel of shells, used here. 
It is known, however, that the repnoductive effort of oysters is m'ore effioient 
if the breeders are close together as on Seminary Bar and the lumps of 
Tubman's, Dry Rack, Crab Alley and Mill Hill. 
Past  records indicate that  the Up-Bay b d s ,  including Buoy Rock, have 
had sufficient brood concentrations to provide heavy sets, Ohough very 
irregularly ones, over a period of years. During the current study there 
was manly the lbanest strike in 1927, 17 spat per bushel, none what-so-ever in 
1928, and a very irregular one in 1929 that  produced on Tea T8able, 42 per 
bushel, on Man-0-War, 21 per bushel, sand on Hodges, 354 per bushel. The 
years 1927 and 1928 were characteriued by excessive rainfall ,and consequent 
low salinities. Most of the brood stock on these beds was weakened and 
nm-functional in 1927, while the mortality of 1928, as indicated later, was 
very high. NO reproductive activity of moment took place in  1928. This 
was shown by water samples and gonad examinations. Because of the wide 
salinity variations in these Up-Bay areas they constitute a special study 
wire. such variations and irnegulanities can not be conclusively studied by 
one or two part-time workers in short order, but these observakions have 
thrown .light on the prablem and have suggested certain possibiliti'es. 
A study of the sprut-fall on several formerly productive and highly valued 
bsds was initiated-in 1924. Rat wire baskets of three designs (flat, conical 
and cylindrical), were made in varying sizes to carry different quantities 
of shells for use in the experiment. Preliminary studies showed that those 
of a cylindrical shape, 8 x 11 inches, wilth a capacity of 40 sh'ells (Fig. 2) 
were most efficient for this purpose. Earlier (experience had shown that it 
was 'exceedingly difficult to maintain markers and anchors to designate the 
locations and secure the baskets, while, if maintained, the inquisitiveness o$ 
watermen, sportsmen and others interfered greatly with the study. Very 
often the baskek were removed entirely-, 
i The baskets used in the preliminary studif 
I in this more extensive study, 1927-1929, me tat the union of the top and bottom with that wire. For convenience of operation, one4 flap which was reinforced to he used as a 1 placed a statement covering pertinent d h  location, date and return address, anld a lead 
number and return address, were enclosed n 
identification of the basktert if recovered an 
pliacd in the hands of the nearest Departmc 
FIGURE 11. Basket Used in 
It was recognized that  the baskets of shl 
catch certain advantages over shells spread 
a thicker layer in the basket than was wi 
in a rehabilitory program, since they weri 
more greatly exposed to tidal effects and ao 
ever, i t  developed that  the ra t  wire meshin 
I 
some cases the baskets became so covered c 
and bryazoan growths, land accumulated 
would seem to have been impeded, although 
not appear to inhibit setting or greatly d 
vioudy indicated, anchors and markers wer 
this reason, beds were selected (1) upon wh 
, 
(2) upon which tongers are activdy enga 
I covery of the baskets more probable, and (: 
, 

Rock, Tubman's, Spencer's and Seminary Bar where recovery of the baskets 
was made by the personnel in charge. 
Fifteen baskets of shells were planted on each of the fourteen beds under 
observation during 1927 and during 1928. In 1929, only five [baskets were 
planted on each of Seminary Bar, Dry Rock, Spencer's and Tubman's where 
Planted 
Area Number 
Great Rock 15 
Libtle Cove Point 15 
Governor's Run 15  
Holland's Straits 15 
Tubman's Drain 15  
Dry Dock ' 15 
Seminary Bar 1 5  
Spencer's Wharf 15  
Crab Alley 1 5  
Mill Hill 15 
Buoy Rock 15 
Swann Point 15  
Hodges * 15 
Tea Table * 15 
Planted 
Date 
6-2-27 
' 6-4-27 
6-4-27 
6-2-27 
6-6-27 
6-6-27 
6-10-27 
6-10-27 
6-13-27 
6-13-27 
6-13-27 
6-14-27 
6-14-27 
6-14-27 
Returned 
Number 
2 
3 
2 
2 
12 
' 9 
12 
13  
4 
5 
7 
3 
2 
2 
Set 
' Average 
2 
3 
0 
42 
69 
82 
52 
9 
48 
42 
27 
22 
18 
8 
TABLE 5 
RECOVERED XPERIMENTAL BASKETS FROM 1928 PLANTINGS ** 
Number ~ Date Number Average 
Area Planted Planted Returned Set 
Great Rock 1 5  7-10-28 2 3 
LittJe Cove Point 15  6-3-28 1 4 
Governor's Run 15  6-3-28 0 0 
Holland's Straits 15 5-28-28 1 36 
Tubman's Drain 15  6-5-28 10 23 
Dry Dock 15 6-5-28 11 46 
Seminary Bar 1 5  6-6-28 8 28 
Spencer's Wharf 1 5  6-6-28 13  3 
Crab Alley 15  6-12:28 3 17 
Mill Hill 15 6-12-28 4 14 
BUOY Rock 1 5  6-12-28 5 2 
Swann Point 15 6-13-28 2 0 
Hodges *** 15 6-13-28 2 0 
Tea Table *** 15 6-13-28 1 0 
" 211,386 bushels of seed oysters were transplanted from the Up-Bay Area during April- 
May, 1927. 
"*These data cover only those records derived from plantings on bars used in 1927 and 
reported in Table 4, as part of the problem continued in 1929. A total of 614 baskets was 
used during this year on 21 stations including those listed here. 
** 330,360 bushels of seed oysters were transplanted from the Ug-Bay Area during April, 
1928. 
recovery was rather assured amnd the numlr 
intensively worked (exhausted) beds, Grer 
Governor's Run, was incriased to 100 each i~ 
records a t  these points. Tables 4, 5 and I 
plantings. 
TABLE 6 
RE COVE RE^ EXPERIMENTAL BASKET: 
Number Date 
Area Planted Plantel 
Great Rock 100 6-18-2 
Litkle Cove Point 100 6-21-2 
Governor's Run 100 6-21-2 
Holland's Straits 15 6-16-2 
Tubman's Drain 5 6-4-25 
Dry Dock 5 6-4-2: 
Seminary Bar 5 5-28-2 
Spencer's Wharf 5 5-284 
Crab Alley 15 6-23-5 
Mill Hill 15  6-23-: 
Buoy Rock 15  6-18-2 
Swann Point 15  6-1%: 
Hodges * 15 6-18-! 
Tea Table " 15 6-18-1 
A total of 168 baskets (14.6%) was recm 
Of this number, 69 were returned by wst 
about 800 baskets had bzen planted, thus i 
that source. Several reasons for this sit1 
three major dredging areas tested are vas 
worked by the men of the industry, (2) T 
thus they may have escaped the dredge 
Up-Bay beds were little worked in 1928 a1 
The 1929 plantings reported oover only o 
Recoveries from watermen operating 
higher than from dredging grounds, bei 
sources. Interest in returning the bas1 
offered, dropped off sharply after the nove 
1927 season according to observations of 
whom, as per identification slip, they we 
appeared that  somewhat less than one-hr 
up by the wate~men were reported, a nu 
the trouble and added effort required of tl 
The wire containem remained in go#( 
Approximately one-third of the baskets r 
*This bed was closed to operators during the 
oysters were removed due to a high 1928 moralit: 
planting. It is interesting to.note that the seed tr 
1928 to saltier waters did not suffer reverses as did 
of the baskets recovery was rather assured and the number placed in the deep and less 
intensively worked (exhausted) beds, Great Rock, Little Cove Point and 
rteen beds under Governor's Run, was incgased to 100 each in order to gather more extensive 
ive lbaskets were records a t  these points. Tables 4, 5 and 6 carry data pertinent. to these 
Tubman's where 
TABLE 6 
ANTINGS RECOVEREP EXPERIMENTAL BASKETS FROM 1929 PLANTINGS 
Number Date Number Average 
Planted * Returned 
Little Cove Point 100 
Governor's Run 
Holland's Straits 
Tnbman's Drain 
Swann Point 
A total of 168 baskets (14.6%) was recovered from 1,149 baskets planted. 
Of this number, 69 were returned by watermen from bottaoms upon which , 
&out 800 baskets had bren planted, thus indicating a low percentage from 
that source. Several reasons for this situation may be offered: (1) The 
three major dredging areas tested are vastly deplebed, thus not intensively' 
worked by the men of the industry, (2) The baskets were round and deep 
thus they may have escaped the dredge by being pushed aside, (3)  The 
Up-Bay beds were little worked in 1928 and not worked a t  all in 1929, (4) 
The 1929 plantings reported cover only one year. 
Reooveries from watermen operating on tonging grounds were much 
higher than from dredging grounds, being 87% of the total from both 
1927 season according to observations of the officers of the Department to 
whom, as per identification slip, they were requested to be returned. It 
appeared that somewhat less than one-half of the baskets actually taken 
The wire containens remained in good condition for one full year. 
'This bed was closed to operators during the seasons of 1929 and 1930, thus no seed 
I 
two years' submergence, although the wire in these was badly eroded and 
in  four instances the data dips were not recovered with the shells. I t  was 
possible, however, to judge such plantinge from the locations given by the 
watermen, and f d m  the age and sizes of the oysters on the shells. One 
1927 basket was recovered intact during the 1930 season. The 1929 plant- 
ings m e  reported after only one season (1929-1930), although the results 
apparently would not have been greatly affected by the few basketa that 
will be taken during the season ahead. 
The experimental basket plantings on Dry Rock were supplemented in 
1927 and 1929 by tests in which one bushel of shells was enclosed in chick- 
wire, one-half inch mesh, fastened together with stove pipe wire, and 
planked. Twenty-four such baskets were put overboard on June 16, 1927, 
at which time 50 gallon samples of water carried 484-640 oyster larvae 
I nanging from straight hinge to large umbo-shges ready to set. Periodically. 
1 the baskets were examined and returned to the water. Four of these baskets 
I were .examined on July 2 (Table 7) and found to have received an  average 
set of 221 spat. On July 20 another group of four baskets was observed 
and the number bad increased to 464 spat, most of the ywnger of which 
appeared to have set in early July. On August 15, the third gmup showed 
i 405 spat, some few of which were judged to be only 10-15 days old. Mortality of the spat a t  this time was 82, or 20%. A light set in September boosted 
the Ma1 living spat to 610. The peak of setting in 1927 came early in the 
I season; i. e., during late June and early July. 
! years old, they were removed by tongs . Th 
what disappointing in that  it averaged, ten I i 3.89 inches, land 6.8% of them ran below the bed used was hown to be first grade planti added set. It should be pointed out, howevl sons state-wide were characterized by slow [ no spat  Pall. The yield in 1930 from the 20 1 1927 shell planking on Dry Rock was 20.4 b that  these oysters, in a thrifty state a+, th been held on the botbom for another year 
private management. 
Experiments with the one-bushel plantini 
repeated in 1929 on Dry Rock in which 113 s 
of 200 larvae of post-hinged stages was 
platings.* The baskets were placed over 
during the season (Table 8) in order not 
t potentialities, but to  determine the date of r: undisturbed during the setting season. Thl 
Date Number of D a k  
P1,anted Bushels Removed Spak per Bushel 
June 16, 1927 20 July 2 201 241 220 223 
11  L6 <6 July 20 414 491 502 449 
61  16 61 Aug. 15 407 372 480 361 
66 (1 1d Sept. 25 517 390 501 632 
The discernable mortality on the experimental plantings, on October 27, 
1927, was 29%. This loss was felt to be canservative for the dead early 
&ages of the ak€ached oysters were difficult to determine, although the figure 
given is felt to be within an error of 10%. 
The difficulty of maintaining the baskets of oysters on Dry Rock over- 
winter, due to anchor ice and to the human angle involved, made i t  neces- 
sary 60 tramspllant them to private growing beds in Mill Creek on October 27. 
At  this time, the oysters ranged in size from eleven twenty-fourths to one and 
twenty-three twenty-foudhs of an inoh in length. Four of the bushel 
pLantings were lost, one having been dropped overboard accidenkally and 
khree having been removed by others. Injury from handling, overwintering, 
and related factors took a toll of 16% of the oysters in five baskets sampled 
an  May 14, 1928. At  'this time the seed were spread out on the privake bed I 
on four plats, squares, in 7 feet of water a t  the rate of 400 bushels to the I 
=re. Here they remained until April, 1930, at  which time, nearly three 
TABLE 8 
DRY ROCK SPAT COLLECTI~ 
Date No. Date 
! Planted Bushels Removed 
June 21 10 Oct. 25 1,631 
I 
Dec. 9 1,169 
June 27 10 Oct. 26 1,560 
Dec. 9 1,420 
I July 2 35 Oct. 26 1,465 
O d .  26 1,393 
Oct. 26 1,593 
Oct. 31 1,665 
L Oct. 31 1,671 
Dee. 9 890 
Jan. 1 1,089 
July 8 18 Oot. 31 1,178 
Oct. 31 1,576 
Dec. 9 727 
Dec. 9 1,670 
July 28 22 Oct. 26 981 
Dec. 9 1,461 
Dec. 9 981 
1 
Aug. 1 4 Jan. 1 1,598 
Aug. 8 16 Oct. 26 1,179 
I Dec. 9 1,001 
Jan. I 1,244 
"See 1929 Annual Report, Maryland Conservation D 
Dry Rock during 1929. 
years old, they were removed by tongs . The size of the oysters was sorne- 
what disappointing in that i t  averaged, ten random samples of 10.0 each, but 
3.89 inches, and 6.8% of them ran below the legal size of three inches. The 
bed used was lmown be first grade planting ground. There had been no 
added set. I t  should be pointed out, however, that  the 1928 and 1929 sea- 
sons state-wide were characterized by slow growth of oysters, and little or 
no spat fall. The yield in 1930 from the 20 bushels of seed derived from the 
1927 shell planting on Dry Rock was 20.4 bushels of oyshers. It developed 
that these oysters, in a thrifty state at. the time of removal, would have 
been held on the bottom for another year a t  least had they been under 
private management. 
Experiments with the one-bushel planmtitngs of wire enclosed shells were 
undisturbed during the setting season. Thus the earliest date of absibserva- 
TABLE 8 
DRY ROCK SPAT COLLECTING DATA, 1929 
Bushels Removed Spat Per Bushel 
1,631 1,062 1,307 
Dee. 9 1,169 1,409 1,401 1,379 
1,560 1,553 1,321 1,541 
981 1,142 
Oct. 31 1,6865 1,514 1,416 1,611 
868 1,472 
935 1,129 
Dec. 9 1,481 1,312 1,582 1,011 
1,598 1,461 1,572 
*See 1929 Annual Report, Maryland Conservation Department, for larva distribution on 
Dry Rock during 1929. 
I 
tions on them, except for four random samples, was in late October after 
the water temperature had dropped below the spawning point and setting 
was precluded. A total of 53 baskets was recovered for analysis, about 50% 
of the entire planting, the remaining number having been removed by others 
from the shaIlow bottom. 
Preliminary observations on the set, eight baskets in all, were made on 
July 2 and 28 and on August 8 and 26, two bush,els of shells on every occa- 
siron. These observations seemed to offer little promise of success for the 
experiment, in view of experiences during earlier years when it bad been 
noted that  the spat-fall showed up typically in early July. At  this time a 
maximum of 311 spat was found. When the shells were removed from the 
bed in  October and thereafter a catch was general and fairly intensive, the 
atemge being 1,324 t o  the basket, the lowest numbers of which (727 and 
767 spat), were.from shells planted in July on the second and the eighth. 
The late season plantings, thoae of August, caught spat t o  the extent of 
85% of the average catch for the entire group. Thus from final analysis, 
as well as from the summer, preliminary observations, the catch this year 
struck in September. 
The seed produced from this experiment were removed and oounted dur- 
ing the period from October to the fallowing January and planted under 
diverse conditions of salinity on private grounds in the Manokihg, Little 
Choptank, Patuxent and Honga rivew in order to determine survival and 
growth rabes. Except for the estimated mortality of 34% a t  the time of 
theiis removal from the seed bed further, observations were not possible, 
except in Mill Creek (Patuxent), due to  the untoward interest of others. 
The Mill Creek planting of 10 bushels, o r  12,760 oysters, was made on 
Octcber 18. At one year of age, there was experienced a higher mortality 
than that  f ~ o m  the 1927 plantings made on the same bed, to wit; 29% in 
contrast to 16%, attributable, possibly, to the lateness of the catch and the 
smaller size upon transplantation. These small oysters had increased in 
size from one-sixteenth of an inch on September 7 to seven-eighths of an 
inch in January on the basis of 500 oysters measured. At  one pear of age 
the sizs of the same number of oysters in Mill Creek was 1.97 inches. 
Date No. D a l i  
Planted Baskets Removed 
June 21 
June 27 
July 1 
July 8 
July 25 
Aug. 8 
Oct. 26 
Oct. 26 
Jan. 1 
Dec. 9 
Dee: 9 
Oct. 26 
Oct. 26 
Oct. 26 
Dec. 9 
Dec. 9 
Spat Per Bushel 
I The Dry Rock experiments with pl3a1 
I supplemented in 1929 by tests made on ing Creek, Middle Ground, St. Jerome first named area (Table 9) was chara, 
stack, estimated to be 250 bushel to thc 
the water, there being 504 and 601 strai 
gallons on the occasion of the first two I 
The Middle-Ground area in the mout 
abundance of brood stock nor larvae. T 
f is used as holding and fattening groun cheap to carry them over for demand 
Ground was bereft of ~brmd stock, a l tho~ I . in all directions there are public rocks, 
I oysters were prescnt. The count of olde be low over the years and was 16, 8, a on the three dates plantings were made ( + 
I 
i TABLE 1MIDDLE-GROUND SPAT COL 
I Date No. Date 
Planted Baskets Removed 
June 27 15 Sept. 4 
Sept. 4 
Oct. 4 
Oct. 4 
July 1 15 Sept. 4 
Sept. 4 
oct. 4 
Oct. 4 
Ju ly  12 30 Sspt. 4 
Nov. 11 I Nov. 11 Nov. 12 Nov. 12 Nov. 12 
Nov. 12 
I Only one plantings was made in St, 
because of the fact that in this land locE 
some 45 acres in area, with 300 bushels 
previous,occasional samplings had indicate 
On the date of planting, July 10, there we 
samples ready to  set (Table 11). 
Three baskets of shells were placed on 
were 576 advanced larvae per 50 gallons 
observations were made on the planting u 
one basket was reewered. Shells in this b 

Date No. Date 
Planted Baskets Removed Spat per Bushel 
July 10 15 Nov. 16 4 1 3 
" 16 2 5 3 
of .78 inches in length (100 a t  random) thereby indicating an early, r a ~ h e r  
than September, strike as well as an abundant one. 
An attempt was made Q determine the survival sate of the set on all four 
of these beds. I t  developed, however, that barely more than trends were 
indicated from the ob~erv~ations. This was due to the fact that the shells 
were left undisturbed during the setting season, in order not to interfere 
with the staggered plantings to  determine the time of the spat fall. Con- 
sequently completely accurate determinations as to the loss of the very young 
set were not possible. 
In Table 12 the mortality data are tabulated. Only in St. Jerome's Creek 
was there a n  excessive mortality which, possibly, might have reflected 
untoward>conditions and explain the failure to get la set. The salinities on 
all of these areas, somewhat irregularly gathered, were markedly similar 
during the 1929 season since they varied not more than eight points and 
more typically ranged around 10-12 most \of the time, the extremes of 8 
and 16 being recorded in St. Jerome's an4 on Seminary Bar. 
OYSTER MORTALITY RATE, 1929 
Date No. Spat No. Spat Per Cent 
Place Planted Examined Dead Mortality 
Fishing Creek June 21 500 62 12.45 
Middle Ground June 27 600 47 9.40 
St. Jeromels Creek July 10 147 123 88.66 
Seminary Bar June 28 500 141 28.20 
1 ment of moment. The strike here was nc 
1 deemed essential to propagation on natural ideal basket arrangement of the shells th The St. Jerome's planting failed in an area 
I satisfactory larva abundance. 3 Four points of interest developed from 3 showed two periods or peaks of spawning d June and the other in late August and ea 
Results from these secondary experiments with bushel basket planting of 
shellls are not entirely conclusive. On all beds tested, except Seminary Bar, 
the major spat-fall occurred in September, a fact in common with 1929 
results from Dry Rock, but not in accord wi6h experimental observations. 
carried on in previous years. No apparent neason for this difference is 
suggested from the work. While the 1929 season wras not charactwized by 
a general "strike" in Maryland, there being only two or three areas where 
the set was considered satisfactory from the commercial viewpdnt, the 
one area where, typically, oyster larvae are abundant yearly a rich spat- 
fall took place, that  is, DrJr Rock. The level of abundance of larvae in 
Fishing Creek was such a s  to offer strong probabilities of a strike, but 
the set was not considered satisfactory in view of the added efficiency 
offered by the baskets in supporting the shells above the bottom. On Middle- 
Ground, neither the brood stock level nor larva abundance offered encourage- 
I was found not only in the ease by whi squeezed from the oysters, $but from m gonads at a point about one-third of thn cavity to the mouth. Moreover, there wa 
the etarly September samples from Tar i OCC-d during the period of Septembei 
levels, alone, do not assure a satisfactory 
(4)  Shells planted in June do not foul to 
on them. 
f Nature of Bol 
1 By mesans of poles, lead lines, tongs, bott 
well known, formerly highly p~oductive bof I' whether or not they had "sanded," become n 
or become unfitted for developmental puur i sively examined were chosen as typical recorded in the "Index Chart of Marylanc 1912," bars then productive. Table 13 sho~ made during October, 1928. 
Scotland Beach: 
Great Rock : 
Jarnee Point: 
Governor's Run: 
Bottom clean, hard 
rock. Shells, sixty-f 
integrating conditio 
square yard area. . 
ductive. 
Bottom sponge, anen 
hard surface skatul 
Shells, 131 to  ten sq 
disintegrated conditi 
yard area. This is I 
Bottom clean and I 
Shells clean and in f 
ten squaTe yards of 
Forty-nine oysters I 
This bed is used corn 
Bottom clean and ,l 
mussels and some ; 
ment of moment. The strike here was not in excess of one-fifth of that 
deemed essential to propagation on natural beds, and considering the rather 
idea1 basket arrangement of the shells the failure is even more glaring. 
The St. Jerome's planting failed in an area of abundant brood oysters and a 
satisfactory larva abundance. 
Four points o-f interest developed from the 1929 study. (1) The oysters 
showed two periods or peaks of spawning during the breeding season; one in 
June and the other in late August and early September. Evidence of this 
was found not only in the ease by which milt in abundance could be 
squeezed from the oysters, but from cross-section examinations of the 
gonads a t  a point about one-third of the distance from the perioardial 
cavity .to the mouth. Moreover, there was a second peaking of larvae in 
the early September samples from Tar Bay. (2) The peak of setting 
occurred during the period of September 10-17. (3) High brood stock 
levels, alone, do not assure a satisfactory strike in all regions of the Bay. 
Nature of Bottoms 
e salinities on By means of poles, lead lines, tongs, bottom samplers and dredges certain 
well known, formerly highly productive bottoms were examined to  ascertain 
whether or nort they had "sanded," become mud covered, or  otherwise changed 
or become unfitted for developmental purposes. The bed segments inten- 
sively examined were chosen as typical points near hhe center of mcks 
recorded in the "Index Chart of Maryland: Oyster Bars, Survey of 1906- 
1912," bars then productive. Tsble 13 shows the results of the examination 
made during October, 1928. 
TABLE 13 
OYSTER BED OBSERVATIONS, 1928 
Scotland Beach: Bottom clean, hard and of a sand-clay texture. No 
rock. Shells, sixty-four to ten squars yards, i n  dis- 
integrating condition. One oyster present in ten 
I square yard area. Bed no longer oommercialJy pro- 
ductive. 
Bottom sponge, anemone and ascidian covered. Very 
hard surface stratum. Stiff clay. No rock or shone. 
Shells, 131 to ten square yards, in sponge bored and 
didntegrabed condition. Three oysters in ten squlare 
yard area. This is not now commercially productive. 
Jamels Point: Bottom clean and hard. No I m e  sand o r  debris. 
Shells clean and in fair state of prsserlation-295 to 
ten squa-re yards of bottom. Some recently planted. 
Forty-nine oysters per ten square yards of bottom. 
This bed is used commercially but its yields are low. 
Governor's Run: Bottom dean and hard and of fine texture. Few 
mussels and some ascidians present. Sheels, some 
very old and disintegrated and others fresh, ran 49. 
per ten square yards of bottom. Only an  occasional 
oyster taken. No oysters were found in the ten yards 
chosen for intensive investigation. Bed no longer corn- 
mercially pmductive. 
Brick House Bar:  Botton with just a slight deposit of silt on very hard 
to rocky surface in which there is a small quantity of 
fine stone. Six hundred and fifty shells are found per 
ten yards area. Shells, for most part, in better state 
of preservation than bottoms above recorded. Some 
recently planted. Sixty mature oysters were taken 
from ten squlare yards area. A commercially produc- 
tive bed, but with a small yield. 
Tea Table: Surface deeply shell covered under which is a hard 
sticky bottom. There were 2240 shells on the ten 
1 yard area chosen. On this bar oysters, normally 
I small, usually are very thick. This investigation 
1 followed a year of very high oyster mortality over 
I the endre up-bay district. Many of the shells were 
fresh, even "boxes," and no spat were present. There. 
were sixty-two oysters per teti square yards area, 
probably less than one-fifth of the normal concentra- 
tion found here. This is an irregular seed producing 
bed that  affords heavy but rare spat-falls. 
Honga River Head: Tubman's Drain and Peanut Bars once were famed 
for seed production. Bottom ooze covered. Oysters 
now on these beds are 'in lumps. 
All of the five depleted but formerly outstanding productive areas inten- 
sively studied, showed excellent end healthy condition for oyster culture, 
and potential production. (The sixth and seventh areas, Tea ,  Table and 
Tubman-Peanut, are distinctive and are treeted separately.) These bars, 
though Por the most part  vastly depleted, are still free of mud and sand, 
are hard and have not settled. It is interesting to note the almost direct 
correlation of oysters present to shells found on the bottom. No records 
are available for these areas showing their original condition, but i t  can 
plainly be seen that. they are today well constructed and situated for oyster 
production, the absence of essential shell and brood stock canoentrations 
being the outstanding bad factor. For shell planting in such open waters. 
as those in question, not less than one thousand bushels of shells per acre 
should be used, while 1200-3,500 bushels are recommended. The concentra- 
tions of brood stock needed varies according to current populations. Heavy 
concentrations rather than scatherings of brood oysters are essential. C)n 
the barren bars here surveyed, the shellra, very poor ones, are estimated t o  
be present in quantities ranging below one hundred bushels per acre. 
Oystiers on Tea Table have not grown to large sizes during any of the 
years they have been under observation as  a part  of this study; i. e., ten 
years. On this bed and the neighboring one, Man-0-War, the culteh is very 
thick, a s  much as  seven feet in places, indicating repeated high mortality 
) as was the case in 1916-17 and in 1927-28. Th 
I by construction well suited to produce seed, 
b bng term planning to meet the need of see( oysters i n  excess of brood requirements, sugg 
bushels per acre if eancentrated, should be I 
growing and fat;tening bottoms. The many 
public in nature, in successful use of these SE 
value for this purpose. This disposition of a 
Up-Bay region will serve a twofold purpo: 
t com'mercial yield of better grade oysters, an many hundreds of thousands of bushels of oy; of excess precipitation. The extelisive bars a t  the head of Honga 1 seed producing section, are now covered o 
surface that  grows stiffer downward to 6-1( 
original shell impregnated surface. I t  was n 
whether the old oyster bed had sunk or whc 
i) place following depletion to create the ooze 
I bearing on this problem are not mailable. been highly pmductive of seed oysters was I views with alder persons from nearby Hal 
I I formerly had worked profitably thereon. I n  response to a request growing out of thi 
b Legislature set 1,000 acres of this bottom as 
I experimental farm to be used in the study I Lalboratory. Indiications up to this time ar  since the larva content of the water is high bottom suggests the need of exceptionally 
realize this end. 
Cultch Compari 
Oysters attach themmselves a t  the spat-fall 
of materials and objects. Some of these obj 
glass, bricks, wood, coal, cinder, slag, hones, se7 
mussels, carapace of crab, back of turtle, ston1 
items and oddities such as  pipe bowls, fale 
few of these things are  available to oyster c 
192'7, tests were made using slag and shells 
described, Fig. 11. Forty shells were used il 
filled to capacity with road building slag p 
steel mill. 
Twenty-five baskets of each kind of matel 
Island (Tar  Bay) on June 28, 1927. Th 
September 30, following, a t  which time the t 
and the cinder 10 small oysters per basket.* 
only 10% a s  many oysters as did the same 
say, under the conditions of this experiment 
more productiye of spat. 
" Only nine shell and eleven slag basketa were reeov 
averaged to get the figures here cited. 
as was the case in 1916-17 an'd in 1927-28. The indications are that  this bed, 
an occasional by construction well suited to produce seed, cannot b. depended upon in 
bng term planning to  meet the need of seed oysters for repletion. Thus 
oysters in excess of brood requirements, suggested as  not less than 100-200 
lbusheIs per acre if concentrated, should be used as  seed for plantings on 
growing and fattening bottoms. The many experiences, both private and 
public in nature, in successful use of these seed have well established their 
value for this purpose. This disposition of all excess oysters in the entire 
Up-Bay region will serve a twofold purpose, to wit: (1) Increase the 
commercial yield of better grade oysters, and (2) Circumvent the loss of 
many hundreds of thousands of bushels of oysters on occasions of the years 
of excess precipitation. 
The extensive bars a t  the head of Honga River, formerly a very rich 
seed producing section, are now covered over with an eight inch ooze 
surface that grows stiffer downward to 6-10 inches where i t  overlies the 
original shell impregnated surface. I t  was not determined from this study 
whether the old oyster bed had sunk o r  whether sedimentation had taken 
place following depletion to create the ooze-mud bottom. Earlier records 
bearing on this problem are not available. That these bottoms had once 
been highly productive of seed oysters was clearly established from inter- 
views with older persons from nearby Hooper's Island, many of whom 
formerly had worked profitably thereon. 
In response to a request growing out of this work, the 1930 Session of the 
Legislature set 1,000 acres of this bottom aside, by law, as an aquiculture 
experimental farm ta be used in the study of seed bed restoration by the 
Laboratory. Indiications up to this time are that  the area is  developable 
since the larva content of the water is hizh. However, the nature of the 
bottom suggests the need of exceptionally heavy shell concentrations to 
realize this end. 
Cultch Comparisons 
Oysters attach themselves a t  the spat-fall to an exceedingly wide range 
of materials and objects. Some of these objects are, in addition to shells, 
glass, bricks, wood, coal, cinder, slag, bones, several kinds of metals, barnacles, 
mussels, carapace of crab, back of turtle, stones, pebbles, and numemus other 
items and oddities such as pipe (bowls, false teeth, etc. However only a 
few of these things are  available to oyster culture on a practical basis. In 
1927, tests were made using slag and shells in baskets of the type already 
described, Fig. 11. Forty shells were used in the baskets, while they were 
Twenty-five baskets of each kind of material were planted near Pmsum 
Island (Tar Bay) on June 28, 1927. These were not examined until 
September 30, following, a t  which time the oyster shell catch averaged 104 
and the cinder 10 small oysters per basket.* The baskets of cinder caught 
only 10% as many oysters as did the same volume of shells. That  is to 
say, under the conditions of this experiment the shells were about ten times 
more productive of spat. 
--
*Only nine shell and eleven slag baskets were recovered due to depredations. These were 
averaged to get the &urea here cited. 
In  1928, an earler experiment was repeated in which shells, pebbles, 
cinder, glass, and brickbats were used, and, in addition, certain wood 
products-oak, pine, gum and cedar, in order to test thoroughly the more 
common materi~als suggested as practical for oyster cultch. All baskets 
were mmpletely filled. Spencer's Wharf was used .since i t  was directly 
. over a substantial oyster bed where small but comparatively regular 
sets had been observed. This station had been under observation for several 
years ,and in none of them were top salinities recorded a% less than 10. On 
June 7 and 15, 1927, 8.5 and 9.0 were recorded, respectively, while on 
June 16 and 23, 1928, 7.8 and 8.5 were reco~ded. In 1929, the salinities on 
June 16 ,and 21 were 11 and 13, respectively, and on August 3, the highest 
record for the station, i. e. 16, was made. These salinities may account for 
the decreased c a h h  in the 1928 experiment. 
The shells used in the cultch tests were selected equally from right and 
left valves. The pebbles were of a size that averaged about three-eights 
to one-half of an inch in diameter, and they were collected from a grevelly 
bottom near the experimental area. The cinder used wills :the same as  that 
already referred to, except that  i t  had in i t  a trace of unburned coal. 
TABLE 14 
CLUTCH COMPARISON DATA, 1928 
Basket 
Num- Date Date Basket 
Station - ber Planted Examined Content Location 
Spencerk Rock 1 July 16 Sept. 7 Shells TOP 
I<  
" 2 I (  " Pebbles <' 
1r 3 I <  " Cinder t' 
I' 
' 4 '6 6' Glass I 1  
rc 4 5 r r  " Brickbats 44 
'I 
" 6 r c  Shells Bottom 
I I  
" 7 ( I  I' Pebbles 66 
16 
" 8 (1  " Cinder I1 
6' 
' 9 ' L  " Glass LL 
61 
" 10 'I ' Brickbats (1 
rc " 11 Aug. 3 Sept. 8 Shella TOP 
I' 
" 12 61 " Oak twigs $6 
'r 
'"3 I <  " Shells '6 
I <  
" 14 r~ " Cedar twigs I' 
Shells 
Oak twigs 
Shells 
Cedar twigs 
Oak chips 
Pine chips 
Oak chips 
Cedar chips 
Black Gum 
twigs 
Number 
Spat 
28 
Basket lost 
2 
14 
1 
12  
1 
0 
5 
1 
18 
0 
21 
0 
12 
0 
19 
0 
1 
0 
Basket lost 
0 
1 
Glass for the experiment was obtained fao 
broken into variable size's up to 16 squr 
I were broken into egg size or smaller pie k and chips that came from local sources 
I 
varying sizes to fill the baskets snugly 
larvae appeared in advanced stages 01 
number found in 1928 was 44 of the stra 
of the baskets were placed near the top, s 
number was placed on the ,battorn. In 
I only .two baskets were lost in this w observation was possible, and the added i was privately owned and guarded. Tabk 
I derived from these observations. 
[ Station Spencer's Rock 11 
I I' 
I 
" 
'r 
L' 
(4 
16 
L' 
< I  
'6 
'L 
I 1  
I<  
I' 
I 6' 
'I 
I' 
I' 
I' 
Basket 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13  
14 
15  
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Date 
Planted 
June 24 
(1 
'I 
11 
'I 
I<  
C' 
LC 
'r 
I<  
I<  
11 
I' 
r' 
" 
" 
( I  
Dat 
Exam 
Octobe 
rr 
'I 
Id 
'L 
, I  
'4 
6' 
1' 
'I 
I' 
The data are limited and caution is 
coeclusions from these observations car] 
1 I 
of four different years. Disregarding 
average set per basket recovered was: ah 
1 1 cinder, 2.66; and pebbles 2.3. Cultch fi 
, was productive of only Ave oysters; i.e. 
, I appears from this work that shells are E 
, collecting than any other of the abunda 
, 1 cultch purposes. Glass ranked second in 
! I 

TABLE 16 
i than in those fat the top. No significance is 
CLUTCH COMPARISON DATA, 1925 t from the viewpoint of oyster culture sin 
I top of tho water is possibly only under imp] Basket 
Date Basket of labor and materials, Station Num- Date Number 
Spencer's ber Planted Examined Content Location Spat Shell Planting ! 
Rock 1 
I 1  2 
11  3 
II 4 
I <  5 
< I  6 
. 7 
II 8 
'I 9 
II 10 
(1 11 
I 1  12 
I L  13 
< I  14 
LL 15 
Jas. Isl. 
Lt. Hse. 16 
'I i 7  
'I 18 
'I 19 
II 20 
Basket 
Station Num- 
Spencer's ber 
Rock 1 
I <  2 
1c 3 
< I  4 
' I  6 ' 
I t  6 
July 14 
II 
I <  
11  
1L 
July 21 
L I  
6 r  
1 1  
' 16 
July 28 
" . 
16 
1 1  
< I  
Sept. 5 
I 1  
I <  
1 I  
61  
Sept. 5 
I 6  
11 
I 1  
(1 
Sept. 5 
r4  
(1 
1 1  
I 1  
Shells Bottom 
Pebbles 11 
Ginder LC 
Glass 1 1  
Brickbats " 
Shells TOP 
Pebbles 16 
Cinder 1 I  
Glass 16 
Brickbats " 
Shells r <  
Pebbles 11  
Cinder 11 
Glass I <  
Brickbats I' 
July 29 Sept, 3 Shells II 
1 I  11  Pebbles 11  
11  I 6  Cinder II 
1 I t <  Glass 16 
II < I  Brickbats " 
Date 
Pl~anted 
July 21 
61  
16 
II 
II 
I 1  
Date 
Examined 
Sept. 15 
1 t  
CL 
11  
11  
II 
Basket 
Content 
Shells 
Pebbles 
Oinde? 
Shells 
Pebbles 
Cinder 
Location- 
18 
3 
7 
9 
6 
90 
4 
13 
38 
6 
71 
Basket lost 
5 
45 
3 
Number 
Spat 
8 
2 
1 
30 
5 
2 
of the availability, cost, etase of handling, and spat collecting efficiency, shells 
appear to represent the best source of culteh material for oyster rehabilatory 
work in Marylland. 
An interesting.observation from the data derived from this experiment is 
that  shells, cinder and glass oolleoted slightly fewer spat when resting on 
the bottom than in a position near the top, while pebbles, brickbats and 
wood reversed this order, in that  they had more spat in the bolttom baskets 
To clean up shucking house property p 
owners of shell piles insist that shells shol 
the Department as they accumulate or, a t  
oyster season in March or early April. Nc 
siderable proportions are reported by wat 
the winter or early spring. During the coi 
upon many thousands of samples, no strike 
of November-April, inclusive, and only in 
peculiar to isolated creeks and " flats," ha1 
October. 
Ten one-bushel lots of shells in wire 
November of 1926, 1927 and 1928 on Dry R 
as a dependable seed area, while a like nl 
mid-winter (January or February) follo~ 
shells was planted, of which 37 baskets we 
three years. Only two spat were found i 
very young, apparently having set about Ik 
samples showed 1-6 advance stage larvae 
While the number of baskets recovered was 
indicative, although the study itself, req 
not deemed ,to be urgent or to be stressed 
local oysters spawn prolifically and set in 
temperatures of summer and thereabout. 
Thirty-six bushels of the recovered she1 
turned to the water for fouling studies d 
indicated in Tab!e 18. 
Fifteen of the replanted winter baske 
although they were planted in shallow n 
As indicated, there was no winter strike. 
year during the winter months, largely by f 
forming a detritus impregnated oozy film. 
by barnacles and hydroids was marked 
qualitative nor quantitative analysis was n 
ever, it seems a conservative estimate to i 
the total shell surface was filmed over by tl 
very little more of i t  on the winter shelh 
plantings when examined in September or 
The catch on the winter-planted baskets 
plantings as to season of catch and large1 
three years (Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 18) 
I showed no appreciable difference in spat-fa1 
on winter-planted baskets was 14% lower thr 1 18) planted shells, that is, shells planted dl 
I abundance. 
in those (at the top. No significance is attached to this finding, however, 
the viewpoint of oyster culture since maintaining cultch near the 
the water is pssibly only under impractical conditions involving costs 
Shell Planting Season 
To clean up shucking house property preparatory to other uses, many 
ners of shell piles insist that  shells should be purchased and planted by 
e Department as  they accumulate or, a t  the latest, upon the close of the 
oyster season in Mlarch o r  early April. Not uncommonly spat-falls of con- 
thousands of samples, no strike was observed during the period 
Ten one-bushel lots of shells in wire baskets were planted during 
a dependable seed area, while a like number was similarly planted the 
although the study itself, requested by local watermen, was 
Thirty-six bushels of the recovered shells were, after examinati~n, re- 
rned to the water for fouIing studies during the three-year period, as 
dicated in Table 18. 
Fifteen of the replanted winter baskets (41%) were not recovered, 
though they were planted in shallow water, and were well identified. 
s indicated, there was no winter strike. Some fouling took place each 
year during the winter months, largely by filamentous diatoms and protozoa 
~fonning a detritus impregnated oozy film. Late spring and summer fouling 
by barnacles and hydrdds was marked in all three years. Neither 
qualitative nor quantitative analysis was made of these organisms. Ilow- 
ever, it seems a conservative estimate to indicate that  fully two-thirds of 
the total shell surface was filmed over by this material, although there was 
very little more of i t  on the winter shell6 than on those of June and July 
'plantings when examined in September or later in the year. 
I The catch on the winter-planted baskets ran parallel to tha t  on summer 
plantings as to season of catch and largely so as to extent of set in all 
three years (Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 18). The tests of 1927 and 1928 
showed no apprecijable .difference in spat-fall idtensity, while the 1929 strike 
on-winter-planted baskets was 14% lower than that  of summer' (Tables 8 and 
Bushel 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
WINTER CULTCH TESTS, DRY ROCK 
Date Date Number of 
Planted Removed spat 
11-7-26 10-9-27 501 Early season set 
I1 II 486 Early season set 
I1 - 
......... Not recovered 
<I - 
.......,. Not recovered 
I1 1I 520 Early season set 
11 - 
- ....... Not recovered 
11 11 507 Early ,season set ! 
16 - 
......... Not reoovered 
11 - 
......- Not recovered 
2-4-27 11 41 1 Early or mid-season set 
I 
11 I1 490 Early or mid-season set 
<I 11 603 Early or mid-season set 
11 - 
..... Not recovered 
I ) 
16 - 
.....,... Not recovered 
I1 I1 483 Early or  mid-season set 
11-26-27 9-23-28 331 
1' II Early or mid-season set 
" Not recovered * 
I Early or mid-season set , 
402 
- 
......... 
11 I1 381 Early season set 
16 - 
......... Not recovered 
Not recovered 
E'arly season set 
Not recovered 
Early season set 
Not recovered 
Not recovered 
Predominantly ].ate set 
Predom)inantly late set 
Not recovered 
Predominantly late set 
Predominantly Iate set 
Both early & late set 
Both early & late set 
Net recovered 
Not recovered 
Predominantly late set 
As previously indicated, the years 1927 .and 1928 were characterized 
throughout Miaryland tidewater by poor spat-falls and only in Tar Bay and 
EL few other lareas was the  catch good in 1929. The value of this series of 
observations is lessened possibly by the fact that no one year of this study 
was a typical year for oyster setting. The data, too, are limited. It re- 
* Two spat had been found in this basket on May 29, 1929. 
26 
I 
mains, however, that  during the year when 
Rwk, 1929, winter-planted shells were defici 
seven bushels or 4641 shells recovered as co~ 
planted in June (Table 8) that year. Whil 
three-year pesiod seems relatively insignifict 
on a different aspect if the slame ratio of loss- 
bushels of shells to be planted each year her 
need of delayed planting in the oyster manaj 
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